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ABSTRACT 

This study examines caste paintings, an art form unique to 

eighteenth century colonial Mexico. Hundreds of caste paintings were 

produced, following a compositional template that remained fairly uniform 

throughout the century. The distinguishing characteristic of these images is 

their depiction and labeling of Mexico's racially mixed population. 

A broad discussion of the caste genre places these works in the 

context of hierarchical colonial society. Focus is on select images by 

prominent Mexican artist Miguel Cabrera, and the changes Cabrera brings 

to the caste template. This study places particular emphasis on the women 

of Cabrera's first two caste paintings, using examples from portraiture and 

other art forms for contrast. The noble cacique Indian woman of the first 

image is used as a way to highlight and explore representation of the 

European and Indian cultures that comprised the major dichotomy of New 

Spain's social organization. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This study examines caste paintings, a unique art form produced 

during colonial Mexico's eighteenth century. Although the images were 

produced by the hundreds, they have remained largely outside the realm of 

art historical scholarship until recently. Caste paintings, often anonymous 

or crudely painted, usually consisted of sixteen different images of adults 

and their child, each individual labeled according to blood lines. For 

example, the first image was typically entitled "Spanish man and Indian 

woman produce mestizo child". 

Several images from a 1763 caste series by well known Mexican 

artist Miguel Cabrera are the focus of this study. The first painting, depicting 

a noble cacique Indian woman, aristocratic Spaniard and their child, forms 

the core of an extended evaluation of the cacique woman and her 

European elite counterparts in colonial art. The discussion leads to an 

analysis of the changes Cabrera brings to the caste painting formula, 

especially through the emphasis he places on the Indian elements of Image 

One. The study proceeds to situate Cabrera's caste work within the context 

of period portraiture, and a large market scene from the same decade in 

which hundreds of Mexico City citizens are depicted. 

The subject matter of caste paintings, then, is rooted in the sixteenth 

century conquest that created a new colonial amalgam of native American, 

European and slave cultures in New Spain. As the subsequent process of 

miscegenation increased the racially mixed population, a sistema de 
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castas, or caste system, was created by Spanish law.1 The word "caste", or 

casta, in the context of colonial Mexico had assumed a very specific 

meaning and referenced anyone of mixed racial ancestry. Individuals 

designated as castas faced important distinctions with regard to education, 

the military, jobs, and marriage. The resulting system divided along 

socioeconomic lines which coincided with race. 

The ethnic labels used in caste paintings distinguishes them from all 

other types of eighteenth century art production. The caste genre 

represents a singular occurence in art history, and provides a visual 

synthesis of miscegenation and the social dynamics of racial intermarriage 

in New Spain's colonial society. To approach this topic, this research is 

organized into three major sections that place the caste genre in its artistic 

and historical contexts. The first chapter provides an overview of caste 

paintings, with issues ranging from the paintings' standardized 

compositional format to etymological background of caste names. A 

biographical sketch of Cabrera and summary of the literature are also 

included. The second chapter establishes a historical background of the 

race and class divisions, and interracial marriage that are the subject of 

caste paintings. One of those divisions is the cacique system of Indian 

nobility and government that existed side by side with the Spanish colonial 

administrative structure. The third chapter constructs an imaginary 

grouping of eighteenth century art forms, for placement at the residence of 

1 The word miscegenation is used here as the English counterpart to the 
Spanish word mestizaje; rather than the pejorative racial connotation it 
often has in the United States. Both words have their origins in the verb "to 
mix", and mestizaje has a non-judgmental connotation that describes a 
process. 



Cardinal Francisco Antonio Lorenzana. Documentation of the Cardinal's 

ownership of a caste series is one of those few instances provided by the 

historical record, and it assists us in examining the artistic context of the 

works. The chapter then provides descriptions and discussion of the first 

two images in Cabrera's series. We focus on the cacique woman of Image 

One in order to highlight and explore representation of the European and 

Indian cultures that comprised the major dichotomy of New Spain's social 

organization. 
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GENERAL BACKGROUND 

Caste paintings are a standardized type of art that generally followed 

a particular compositional format. That template makes them easily 

recognizeable. Family groupings and identifying ethnic labels, described 

above, are the more salient of the paintings' shared characteristics; others 

include depictions of adults at their trade; encyclopedic displays of period 

costume; and foregrounds that often include New World fruits and 

vegetables, also identified by diminutive lettering. These food items are 

usually aligned with the female side of the frame, as if to remind us of the 

fertility of the continent. 

The facial characteristics of the castes are often the same, or similar, 

throughout a painting series. Changes of costume, background, and skin 

color are used to differentiate the various ethnicities the paintings attempt to 

portray. Caste paintings usually portray a very idealized vision of colonial 

society, especially in the first few images of a series, which usually included 

Spaniards. Family groups are shown reading, playing musical instruments, 

or other leisure activities. Scenes of family violence, poverty and social ills 

make more frequent incursions into the genre, and are usually associated 

with the lower classes. 

The caste genre borrows from seventeenth century Mexican 

portraiture traditions of using the space around the person represented as a 

vehicle for further information. Consequently, this research places 

considerable attention on the foregrounds, backgrounds, and objects of 

display in Cabrera's images and the art of the period. In contrast to 
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Mexican eighteenth century portraiture traditions which depict the sitters in 

very rigid poses with expressionless faces, caste paintings are much more 

relaxed, showing the "slice of life" moment associated with European genre 

works. Cabrera is especially adept at stepping away from the stiff 

portraiture and the religious works, imbuing his castes with gentle, nuanced 

expressions, the parents often showing affectionate responses to their 

children. 

Most caste images were produced in Mexico during the eighteenth 

century. The earliest series date to about 1725; some Peruvian and 

Ecuadorian examples also exist.2 The 1821 Constitution of the Republic of 

Mexico, newly independent from Spain, outlawed the classification of its 

citizens into castes. The painting genre subsequently disappeared, and 

nineteenth century writers were silent about the existence of these late 

colonial works that were produced in great numbers. The technical, artistic 

quality of the images ranges from crude to refined, and many are 

anonymous and undated. These factors certainly contribute to their having 

remained outside the realm of art historical inquiry until recently.3 

Recent scholarship has gravitated to the more accessible visual 

components of the works, such as costume and its use in chronology, and 

inventories of various series' caste names and compositional elements. As 

2 This and all dates cited in connection with caste paintings are from Maria 
Conception Garcia Sai'z. Las Castas Mexicanas (Mexico: Olivetti, 1990). 
3 One viewpoint on the issue of artistic caliber is provided by Margarita de 
Orellana in "The Fever of the Image in Castas Painting", Artes de Mexico 8 
(Summer 1990): 84-85. "Many, principally Spaniards, hold caste painting 
to be aesthetically inferior. They are closed to the very idea that it 
constitutes another kind of painting, foreign in many respects to their scale 
of values. We are dealing with a pictorial development with its own 
specificity, like primitive art or naif art." 



an art that is uniquely Mexican, caste images have become popular as a 

familiar icon of colonial Mexican life. In part because of their formulaic 

nature, the images are often used as illustrations or book covers to 

whatever topics generally address the colonial period. For example, a 

recent collection of essays entitled Familias Novohispanas Sialos XVI al 

XIX portrays a caste painting on its cover, as if the image is indicative of the 

four centuries of families discussed in the essays. This practice is not 

limited to publications from Mexico; a browse through a campus bookstore's 

Mexican history section reveals more examples. Rather than viewing the 

social circumstances which led to caste paintings, scholars have tended to 

treat the paintings as statements of fact regarding Mexico's ethnic diversity, 

as if eighteenth century colonial residents could indeed be crisply divided 

into the bloodlines the images suggest. 

In spite of the images' popularity, and the hundreds of examples that 

are available, the origins of the caste genre have not been established. Art 

historians find scarce primary source material related to caste paintings. 

Little is known about commissions, the development of the genre's 

composition, and other vital issues. The 1778 private correspondence of 

Admiral Antonio de Ulloa to New Spain's Viceroy Bucareli provides one 

link, as Ulloa indicates his ship's cargo, en route to Spain, included 

paintings of "various canvases of the different castes of the people of the 

kingdom".4 It appears that Europe was frequently the paintings' ultimate 

destination, while the impetus for their production, and art production in 

4 Francisco de Solano, Antonio de Ulloa v la Nueva Espana (Mexico: 
UNAM, 1987), p. 370. ". .. distintas laminas de las distintas castas de 
gentes del Reino". 
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general, originated with New Spain's small upper class comprised primarily 

of merchants, aristocrats, and clergy. Looking ahead to Chapter Three, it is 

an incidence of clergy owning caste paintings that provides us with an 

opportunity to construct a scenario that considers the caste painting 

audience. That series is known to have been the property of the Cardinal 

Francisco Antonio Lorenzana of Toledo; he brought it back to Spain with 

him after an appointment as archbishop of Mexico.5 

Chronologically, the emergence of the caste genre coincides with 

significant social trends. The eighteenth century was characterized by 

increasingly frequent racial intermarriage; it also appears that the white elite 

were exhibiting increased prejudice and isolationism. By this late colonial 

period, mestizos now comprised significant segments of the social order, in 

sufficient numbers to make an impact on the social hierarchy. Yet, the 

upper class had the most significant stake in the hierarchical arrangement 

that dictated the basic structure of colonial society.6 Thus, the paintings 

can be considered a form of expression of Spanish concerns regarding the 

blurring of social boundaries. What did the paintings mean to the colonial 

aristocratic resident and purveyor of art? Perhaps they were a tangible 

reminder of Spanish gentility. Perhaps they provided a sense of 

reassurance that "racial disorder" remained both outside the home and 

outside the walls of Mexico City's Spanish quarter. Historian R. Douglas 

Cope describes Cabrera's paintings as portraying the kind of society that 

5 Nicolas Leon, Las Castas del Mexico Colonial o Nueva Espana (Mexico: 
Talleres Graficos del Museo Nacional de Arqueologia, Historia y Etnograffa, 
1924), p. 38. 
6 Patricia Seed, "Social Dimensions of Race: Mexico City, 1753," Hispanic 
American Historical Review 62(4), 1982: 569-606. 
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elite Spaniards had always longed for: hierarchical, orderly, and controlled, 

a society in which racial difference marked and determined status.7 

The hierarchical divisions in Mexican society stemmed from the 

Spanish conquest and were closely aligned to race. Spanish concern with 

pureza de sangre, or "purity of blood" had its origins in that country's period 

of Moorish occupation prior to New World settlement. In that context, purity 

referred to skin color - not having the darker skin of the Moors. Pureza also 

spoke to a religious dynamic stemming from Spain's expulsion of Jews in 

the fifteenth century; this sense of "purity" meant being Christian from birth, 

in contrast to an infidel Moor, convert or a Jew.8 Thus, labeling of ethnic 

groups was not surprising in the societal structure of the colonial New 

World. The early Spaniards termed Indians and Black slaves los naturales, 

the naturals, for their purported lack of reasoning ability. In contrast, 

Europeans were called gente de razon, or persons of reason. The term 

castas referenced individuals of mixed blood, and is routinely encountered 

in sixteenth century references. Likewise, terms for the offspring of 

Europeans, Indians and Blacks are also found in a variety of early colonial 

sixteenth century sources -- mestizo for Spanish-Indian, mulato for 

Spanish-Black; and zambo for Black-Indian. 

Yet, the words used to label the castes in the paintings pose a major 

conundrum. Many fanciful caste names such as "tente en el aire", 

translated as "hold yourself up in the air", are simply not found in civil and 

7 Cope. The Limits of Racial Domination, p. 161. 
8 These issues are generally covered in histories of the early post-
conquest period. See for example Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, Triumphs and 
Tragedy: A History of the Mexican People (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 
1992) p. 113-132. 
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ecclesiastical sources, or literary references.9 Spanish Friar Pedro Ajofrfn 

lists fifteen caste combinations in his 1763 travel narrative, but he might as 

well be reading the labels from a painting series. His introductory 

paragraph does nothing to elucidate sources of the naming conventions: 

"various castes of people have come to populate the Indies, from which they 

have mixed and produced diverse generations that have corrupted the 

customs of the common people; the better known and principal ones are . . 

.".10 A taxonomic chart accompanying a recent caste painting catalog offers 

additional insight into caste naming patterns. Approximately twenty-five 

different names are used throughout the collected images, yet the chart 

reveals, for example, eight different parental combinations for a child called 

a barcino .11 

9 Gonzalo Aguirre Beltran, La Poblacion Neara de Mexico. (Mexico: Fondo 
de Cultura Economica, 1972), p. 175 lists the various archives in which he 
has done research, and states that none of the documents he observed 
disclosed the use of such imprecise terms such as tente en el aire. Magnus 
Morner, Estado. Razas y Cambio Social en la Hispanoamerica Colonial 
(Mexico: SepSetentas, 1974) p. 88-90 states that caste names appear in 
works by erudite writers of the period, but the author does not subsantiate 
this with detail or footnotes. He goes on to say that for the most part, the 
names were artificial expressions, and a product of a few intellectuals and 
artists; and that they illustrate the almost pathological interest in geneology 
that was characteristic of the period. 
10 Francisco Ajofrfn. Diario del Viaje que por Orden de la Saarada 
Conareaacion de Propaaando Fide Hizo a la America Septentrional en el 
Siglo XVIII el P. Fray Francisco Ajofrfn. Capuchino. (Madrid: Archivo 
Documental Espanol, Imprenta y Editorial Maestre, 1958) Vol 1, p. 65-66. 
Con el motivo de haber venido a poblar las Indias varias castas de gentes, 
han resultado diversas generaciones, que mezcladas todas, han 
corrumpido las costumbres en la gente popular. Las mas conocidas y 
principales son estas ... 
11 Garcia Safz. Las Castas Mexicanas. p. 24-29 illustrates the complexity 
and inconsistency of the naming schemes. The possibilities listed for the 
parents of a barcino are: albarazado-mulata, albarazado-india, albarazado-
mestiza, jenfzaro-mulata, calpamulo-coyote; espanol-chamiza; zambaigo-
mulata or jfbaro-loba. 
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Caste names frequently have a zoological etymology. Word origins 

in the natural world provide interesting correlations to the foods found in 

many of the paintings. For example, mulato has a variety of origins and 

meanings: from mule, or the sterile hybrid from a horse and donkey; a 

crustacean of dark, almost black color; or from the Arab "mulwallad" that 

referred to a mixture of Arab and foreigner, or a Spaniard who embraced 

Islam during Moorish domination. The classification "cambujo" has its 

origins in "black horse", while "albarazado" in botanical terms refers to a 

spotted species of grape.12 In summary, caste terminology poses a 

complex issue; however, for the direction this study takes it suffices to 

recognize that the names used in the images do not always mirror how 

society at large labeled those it considered castas. The greater 

significance resides in the emergence of a new art form that encircled these 

complex racial and social problematics; those issues have remained on the 

periphery of the dialogue directed at the paintings. 

12 Diccionario Etimoloaico e Hispanico (1989). Diccionario de la Lengua 
Espanola (1956), and Enciclopedia del Idioma (1958). 
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CABRERA AND THE CASTE SERIES 

A discussion of eighteenth century Mexican art must include Miguel 

Cabrera, by any measure. It was a period when art consisted 

overwhelmingly of religious works and portraiture, and Cabrera was at the 

pinnacle of his career in both of these art forms when he produced his 1763 

caste paintings. His most productive period coincided with eighteenth 

century emphasis on increased church and retablo construction.13 Titles 

from his religious oeuvre range from a series on the life of St. Ignatius of 

Loyola, to the Virgin of the Apocalypse. Immaculate Conception. The Virgin 

as Queen of the Apostles. The Assumption of Mary, and many others. 

Besides Mexico City where his workshop was based, his works were also 

realized in towns affiliated with the century's silver mining boom, such as 

Taxco, Queretaro, Guanajuato, and Tepotzotlan.14 Cabrera painted one of 

the images of the Virgen of Guadalupe that was to travel to Rome, 

accompanying the bid for her canonization.15 It is Cabrera's portraits, 

however, that will be explored for their correlation to his caste series. On 

that secular side of the colonial art world, Cabrera's portraits serve as a 

catalog of the religious and aristocratic elite; the better known images 

include the viceroy and first Count of Revillagigedo, Juan Francisco de 

13 Marcus Burke, Pintura v Escultura en Nueva Espana (Mexico: Grupo 
Azabache, 1992) p. 159. 
14 Ibid. 
15 The implications of Cabrera and the Guadalupe image have been 
recently elaborated in Jaime Cuadriello, "Triunfo y Fama del Miguel Angel 
Americano: El Nombre de Miguel Cabrera," in Arte. Historia e Identidad en 
America: Visiones Comparativas. XVII Coloquio Internacional de Historia 
deArte. (Mexico: UNAM, HE, 1994) Vol II, p. 405-418. 
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Guemes y Horcasitas, and Archbishop Manuel Jose Rubio y Salinas. 

Obviously, the single known caste series by Cabrera stands in sharp 

contrast to the works that were the source of his fame. 

In 1752 Cabrera and several colleagues attempted to establish 

Mexico's first painting academy. Cabrera was named as president in 

perpetuity. The organization's statutes addressed the ethnic heritage of 

students, stating that they must prove they were Spanish, as students of 

"broken color" would not be accepted.16 The historical record on the 

evolution of the fledgling academy is not clear; the Royal Academy of San 

Carlos, established by royal decree in 1778, is the first fine arts academy 

associated with New Spain. 

The proviso regarding Spanish heritage is particularly interesting in 

view of questions regarding Cabrera's own ethnic heritage, and two 

biographies address this issue. The 1958 Miguel Cabrera by Javier Castro 

Mantecon and Manuel Zarate Aquino reproduces a birth certificate claimed 

to be Cabrera's, stating that he was born in Oaxaca of "unknown parents". 

That premise is refuted by Abelardo Carrillo y Gariel in his 1966 El Pintor 

Miguel Cabrera, based on the academy's exclusion of non-Spaniards, and 

the fact that his daughters were enrolled as novices in a convent that was 

for Spaniards only. Neither this author or other sources present any 

evidence that Cabrera went through the legal procedures to be declared 

Spanish. Recent publications accept the evidence of the birth certificate 

and refer to Cabrera's heritage as "mixed race".17 More importantly, this 

reminds us that race was not a fixed construct in this late colonial period, 

16 Toussaint, Pintura Colonial en Mexico, p. 161-2. 
17 See for example, Burke, Pintura v Escultura. p. 174. 



especially not as defined by the sixteen types caste paintings attempt to 

portray. Two hundred years after Cabrera's death in 1768, the fact that his 

ethnicity is still under discussion points to the continuing importance placed 

on ethnic heritage in the Mexican culture. 

Returning to the caste series, we must address the problem that any 

study of caste paintings eventually must confront -- that of image selection. 

The hundreds of paintings are a type of art, a genre given to certain 

conventions; yet any generalization is likely to be contradicted by the 

exceptions discovered in particular images or series. On the other hand, 

the selection of one series or, for example, the first image from many series, 

runs the risk of excluding significant avenues of discussion. In the case of 

this research, several reasons point to the Cabrera series. Certainly, there 

is an appealing irony between the diverse opinions regarding Cabrera's 

ethnic background and his work in a genre based in race and class 

strictures. However, Cabrera's artistic reputation, is a stronger link to the 

selection of his series. We can assess the artist's standing in his 

community, for example, from his appointment as the archbishop's official 

painter and from his clientele. In light of meager documentation on the 

genre's origins, the question of audience for caste series is vital; it can be 

more accurately assessed based on our knowledge of Cabrera's clients. 

The most significant reason, however, for selecting Cabrera's works 

resides in the manner in which his images stretch beyond the formulaic 

nature of the genre. For example, Cabrera's first image conforms to the 

typical grouping of Spanish aristocrat, Indian woman, and mestiza child. 

However, the Spaniard's back is to the viewer, the sole example of a 



faceless man in the caste genre, a consideration made more pointed by our 

understanding of his patrons who were likely Spanish. This is a highly 

unusual, if not unprecedented, pose in eighteenth century Mexican art, 

where innovation was not valued, nor frequently encountered. The Indian 

woman dominates the frame, and stands in front of a display of fabric bolts 

labelled with the word Xilotepeque, an Indian word with many layers of 

meaning. His caste series also depicts an unusual number of Spaniards.18 

These are a few examples of the issues and ambiguities that Cabrera 

constructs in an image that supposedly speaks to the primacy of the 

Spaniard in the colonial social order. Chapter Three clarifies how those 

details enrich our ability to understand the social practices and visual codes 

revealed by caste paintings. 

18 Six Spanish men are represented in images 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8. Maria 
Concepcion Garcia Saiz suggests that the missing images 3 and 6 are also 
of Spanish men and their families. See "Pinturas 'Costumbristas' del 
Mexicano Miguel Cabrera", Gova 142, 1978: 186-193. The six Spanish 
men exceed the number represented in all other series in Las Castas 
Mexicanas. 
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MEXICO CITY'S CENTRAL PLAZA - A COMPOSITE VIEW OF COLONIAL 

SOCIETY 

Chapter Three's discussion regarding Cabrera's caste work is 

developed in large part through comparisons to an eighteenth century 

image of Mexico City's central plaza, descriptively titled Plaza Mayor de la 

Ciudad de Mexico. (FIG 1A) Early Spanish administration had selected a 

thirteen square block area in the city center, known as la traza, for Spanish 

occupancy, literally and symbolically walling it off from Indians and 

mestizos. By the eighteenth century, the residents of that area were still 

primarily Spanish, but commerce in the central plaza attracted colonial 

residents from all walks of life. In Plaza, hundreds of citizens are depicted 

gathered in the city hub for shopping, watching a procession of the viceroy, 

and myriad other activities from larceny to prayer. Whereas the canvas has 

historically been referred to as an anonymous eighteenth century work, 

variously titled Plaza Mayor or Procession of the Viceroy, we will attribute it 

to Juan Antonio Prado, 1767, as cited in the 1992 publication Pintura y 

Escultura en Nueva Espana.19 The Plaza is reminiscent of Cristobal 

Villalpando's 1695 large scale canvas that depicts a similar bird's eye view 

of the same scene, taken from a different direction. In the late seventeenth 

century, Villalpando had the stature that Cabrera had assumed in the 

eighteenth century art world; his clientele would have been from the same 

ranks. 

19 Marcus Burke. Pintura v Escultura en Nueva Espana: El Barroco 
(Mexico: Grupo Azabache, 1992) p. 172. 



Prado's Plaza, however, because of its date four years after the 

Cabrera caste images, functions as the best available single canvas for 

visual examination of a cross section of the city's inhabitants. The canvas is 

edged by the plaza's principal buildings. Shoppers throng a large 

mercantile area that is fronted by an equally large area of open air shops, 

many with thatched roof coverings. An eight sided fountain is located at the 

image's center, and the viceroy's procession cuts a diagonal swath across 

the frame, with citizens lined up to observe the entourage. The range of 

dress, activities, and socio-economic status among the citizenry could not 

provide a more fitting comparator for the caste genre. 
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SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE 

Caste painting scholarship can be grouped into two major 

categories. Prior to the last twenty years, the paintings were usually 

subjects for anthropology and ethno-historical analysis. Since then, art 

historical scholarship has increased significantly; the paintings appear to 

have achieved a solid following of researchers. The following section 

briefly reviews the anthropological approaches, because they are indicative 

of some problems that still exist in art historical publications. A few recent 

works by historians on colonial caste society are also discussed for their 

pertinence to the ensuing chapters. The publications in art history are also 

followed by a brief assessment of some areas of scholarship that have not 

been explored. 

Caste paintings began to receive mention in scholarly literature 

about a century after the genre ceased to be produced. Early twentieth 

century examples include articles by R. Blanchard in Journal de la Societe 

des Americainistes in 1908 and 1909, followed by the 1924 book Las 

Castas del Mexico Colonial by Nicolas Leon. Both are accompanied by 

tables and pie charts that show the percentages of each blood line in the 

various castes.20 Leon covers several groups of caste paintings, 

20 Leon, Las Castas del Mexico Colonial. Leon's pie chart approach does 
not consider the impossibility of plotting bloodlines to this degree of 
accuracy. He does acknowledge (p. 28) that literary documentation is 
limited and contradictory, while considering the iconographic documents to 
be more decisive. "La documentation literaria referente a las castas de 
Mexico . . . es confusa, reducida y contradictoria en muchos puntos de 
importancia capital, para deducir de ios antecedentes que a los 
progenitores y mezclas de sus descendientes entre si, corresponde en el 
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elaborating their provenance, dating issues, and compositional analysis. 

General discussion of caste issues opens with a list of four "branches or 

primordial races" defined as "(1) Castilian, white, Spaniard, Gachupin, 

European; (2) Criollo or American-born Spaniard (3) Indian from America 

and (4) Negro from Africa." The section on Blacks begins 

"If they were really useful elements in the material work of that 
society, and if they truly helped to lighten the workload of the 
Indian; by mixing with the Indian they worsened him and 
affected a harmful decline. Fortunately, not all of Mexico's 
regions were invaded by them, and they were primarily found 
in the territories of Veracruz, Oaxaca, Cuernavaca, and 
Guerrero."21 

Leon quotes materials that purport to substantiate this point of view, which 

is typical of his treatment of people of non-European ancestry. In certain 

passages he refers to caste paintings as "scientific", and in others describes 

the general worthlessness of the eighteenth century castas and their life of 

crime.22 

A 1973 Spanish text by Isidoro Moreno, Los Cuadros del Mestizaie 

Americano, is widely cited in contemporary bibliographies on caste 

paintings. It contains extended discussions on the history of discrimination, 

basic schools of racist theory, history of slavery, numerous ethno-

porcentage de las tres razas madres. Los documentos iconograficos son 
mas decisivos... 
21 Ibid., p 16-20. "Negros: Si en verdad fueron elementos utiles de 
trabajo material en aquella sociedad y en algo ayudaron a aligerar las 
cargas al indio, mezclandose con el lo empeoraron y dejaron en 
descendencia nociva. Afortunadamente no todas las regiones de Mexico 
fueron invadidas por ellos, pues casi solo los tuvieros los territoriios de 
Veracruz, Oaxaca, Cuernavaca y Guerrero." 
22 Ibid., p. 38. Cites Dr. Manuel Anton y Ferrandiz in Antropoloafa o 
Historia Natural del Hombre. Vol. 1, Madrid 1903, as stating that the series 
residing in Madrid's Anthropological Museum are "scientific and ingenious". 
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anthropological studies of population mixtures, and reproductions of 

chromosomal and genetic charts. The book takes its title from the final 

section entitled "The Representations of American Racial Types", in which 

the paintings' compositions are detailed. The author elaborates on the 

differences in taxonomy among different series, using specific works to 

illustrate his point that there is no standard nomenclature once we get 

beyond mestizo and mulato. Moreno concludes that the number of 

different mixtures is almost limitless, and multiplies with each generation.23 

Moving to historical treatments of colonial caste society, we find that 

they do not always explore the dimensions the paintings can offer. The 

1978 University of Michigan dissertation The Decline of the Sociedad de 

Castas in Mexico City by Dennis Nodin Valdes is one example. Valdes's 

analysis of interracial marriage patterns would be enhanced by comparing 

his findings to the ways the paintings pair adults of different ethnicities. 

However, a more recent dissertation takes the paintings exclusively 

as its topic. Abby Sue Fisher's 1992 University of Minnesota publication is 

entitled Mestizaje and the Cuadros de Castas: Visual Representations of 

Race. Status, and Dress in Eighteenth Century Mexico. Fisher examines 

the relationships between racial identity and physical appearance, using 

costume as the mechanism for interpreting socio-economic and ethnic 

elements of the images. It concentrates on five caste series, each of which 

has at least fifteen extant images, thus does not include the Cabrera group. 

The research concentrates on comparative analyses of dress styles as 

23 Isidoro Moreno, Los Cuadros del Mestizaje Americano: Estudio 
Antropoloaico de Mestizaje (Madrid: Ediciones Jose Porrua Turanzas, 
S.A., 1973) p. 122. 
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correlated to racial types and gender. Besides having a good share of 

mispellings and questionable translations, Fisher's work is problematical in 

more important ways. For example, she falls into the trap of making 

"always" or "never" observations when attempting to quantify characteristics 

common to all series. Statements such as "Spaniards are never pictured 

past the seventh painting in a given series" can be easily refuted (i.e. the 

Cabrera series) and diminish the value that may exist elsewhere in her 

study.24 

In contrast, a recent study makes an important contribution to our 

understanding of colonial society, and uses caste paintings to intelligently 

encapsulate some of its points. R. Douglas Cope details the development 

of essentially two Mexicos in a work entitled The Limits of Racial 

Domination: Plebeian Society in Colonial Mexico City. 1660-1720. He 

describes the dichotomy as the republic of the Spaniards and the republic 

of the Indians, each with its own institutional arrangements and guidelines, 

but in "an essentially exploitative relationship." The cover of the 1994 

publication is a reproduction of Cabrera's second caste image, and the 

text's conclusion uses the Cabrera series to summarize the issues of racial 

divide that are keenly elaborated in the text. Cope also compares many of 

the more contemporary sources that have been important components of 

the literature on race relations.25 

24 Abby Sue Fisher, Mestizaje and the Cuadros de Castas: Visual 
Representations of Race. Status, and Dress in Eighteenth Century Mexico 
(University of Minnesota, 1992) p. 87 
25 For example, he points out the very different conclusions reached by 
Aguirre Beltran and Nodin Valdes when both interpreted Inquisition 
records' use of racial labels. R. Douglas Cope, (Madison: The University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1994) The Limits of Racial Domination, p. 51-52. 



In moving to the art historical literature, we find that the caste genre 

was ignored until very recently. The paintings are completely omitted from 

many compilations and surveys such as the 1939 Tres Sialos de Pintura 

Colonial Mexicana by Agustin Velazquez Chavez, or Manuel Toussaint's 

1934 comprehensive survey Arte Colonial en Mexico. Studies of academic 

art practice, such as Jean Chariot's 1962 Mexican Art and the Academy of 

San Carlos: 1785 - 1915. illustrate the extent to which caste paintings were 

completely outside the realm of the academy. Edward J. Sullivan describes 

Jose Moreno Villa's work Lo Mexicano en las Artes Plasticas as one that 

seeks to define the essence of the national contribution to art, but also as 

another example that excludes caste paintings.26 

Interest and publications from art historians seem to have been 

sparked by the 1989 major exhibition of caste paintings curated by Maria 

Concepcion Garcia Sai'z. Garcia Saiz is the curator of colonial art of 

Madrid's Museo de America, which also owns many caste paintings. 

Entitled "Las Castas Mexicanas: Un Genero Pictorico Americano", the 

exhibit made many privately held images available for the first time; it 

traveled to Mexico City and Monterrey, and San Antonio, Texas. Garcia 

Saiz's subsequent catalog of the same name, with hundreds of full color 

reproductions from more than fifty caste series, is a significant resource and 

invaluable contribution to the literature. A brief essay precedes each series, 

along with key information such as ownership, location and date. A great 

amount of attention is paid to issues such as whether one series was the 

model for another, how the figures are situated in the frame and whether the 

26 Edward J. Sullivan, "A Visual Phenomenon of the Americas", Artes de 
Mexico 8 (Summer 1990): 85-86. 
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placement represents a change, and how dating estimates have been 

calculated.27 The catalog includes a bibliography, essays by Latin 

American scholars, and a lengthy introduction by the curator, with all text in 

Spanish and English. Although the readings do not pursue any specific 

aspects of social history in depth, the author's introductory essay 

nevertheless spans a broad range of background, from assessments of the 

prevalent trades to travel writings that mention the paintings. 

Subsequently, Garcia Sai'z has published "Nuevas precisiones 

sobre la pintura de castas" in Cuadernos de Arte Colonial. May 1992. This 

article recaps the status of caste painting scholarship and discusses several 

series that have become known since the publication of Las Castas 

Mexicanas. The author refutes arguments that associate the paintings with 

colonial parish attempts to identify their parishioners by ethnicity.28 Garcia 

Safz's interest in the genre dates at least to a 1978 article entitled "Pinturas 

'Costumbristas' del Mexicano Miguel Cabrera" ("The 'Genre' Paintings of. 

. ,)29 Through analysis of perspective and technique, the style of Cabrera's 

27 For example, the accompanying text to series XX follows: "These 
pictures display a distant relationship with series VII, and a much more 
direct link with Andres de Islas' collection (series XV), yet they are closely 
connected with the following three sets (series XXI, XXII, and XXIV). 
Nevertheless, the style is very different and, accordingly, they were not 
conceivably the work of the same artist. Works of a more popular nature 
should be dated as of the last quarter of the century." Garcia Sai'z, Las 
Castas Mexicanas. p. 144. 
28 M. Concepcion Garcia Sai'z, "Nuevas precisiones sobre la pintura de 
castas," Cuadernos de Arte Colonial 8, May 1992, p. 77-104. The author 
states that the "fragrance of sacristy incense never touched these 
paintings"; and that the only link between church and the paintings comes 
from erudite prelates ordering them for shipment to the royal court of Spain. 
The author also provides two additional cases of documentation of caste 
painting exportation to Europe, other than Ulloa mentioned in footnote 3. 
29 M. Concepcion Garcia Sai'z, "Pinturas 'Costumbristas' del Mexicano 
Miguel Cabrera," Goya 142, 1978: 186-193. 
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caste series is compared to his better known religious imagery and 

portraiture. The author recognizes that too much attention has been paid to 

the anthropological and ethnographic aspects of the works, and that their 

art historical value has not been pursued. Her analysis briefly raises the 

issue of women's appearance and social status deriving from her mate, but 

the emphasis reverts to formalism and issues of provenance. 

Mexico's response to the exhibit curated by Garcia Sai'z was the 

Summer 1990 edition of the quarterly Artes de Mexico devoted entirely to 

caste paintings. A variety of perspectives are expressed in brief articles by 

Jacques Lafaye, Maria Jose Rodilla, Margarita de Orellana, Edward J. 

Sullivan, Teresa Castello Yturbide, and others. The essays of this high 

quality, color quarterly situate the paintings in issues as diverse as the 

Enlightenment and "otherness"; on the whole they are more thought 

provoking than anything previously published, and emphasize the rich 

interdisciplinary nature of caste paintings. 

Caste paintings now seem firmly established in the art historical 

dialogue, along with increased interest in Mexican colonial art in general. 

Recent publications by the Grupo Azabache publishing house in Mexico 

have made a considerable contribution to the future of colonial art, by virtue 

of their scholarly focus and the volume of high quality color images they 

include.30 As part of a series on Mexican art in worldwide collections, caste 

paintings are discussed in an essay entitled "Las pinturas de castas, 

imagenes de una sociedad variopinta" by Elena Isabel Estrada de Gerlero. 

In a format that is reminiscent of Garcia Sai'z, Estrada de Gerlero paints a 

30 See for example, Pintura v Escultura en Nueva Espana. Mexico en el 
Mundo de las Colecciones de Arte (7 Vols). 
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sweeping background of colonial society, in discussions ranging from travel 

chronicles, to drawings that accompanied the colony's responses to the 

Crown's questionnaires about every imaginable aspect of life in New 

Spain. The broad essay is followed by twenty-five images, each with a 

detailed description.31 

In a more specific work, Nona Katzew examines European 

precedents for many typical caste scenes, such as mothers breast feeding 

their infants or de-licing their children's hair.32 The 1994 article entitled 

"Los Cuadros de Castas: Noticias Sobre Fuentes Posibles en Grabados y 

Pinturas Europeas" details the exchange of paintings, and especially 

engravings, between Europe and New Spain, concentrating on certain 

recurrent themes that find their way into the caste genre. Flanders appears 

to be the main source of this exchange, while examples from England, Italy 

and other countries are also documented. 

Finally, we should consider ways in which caste painting scholarship 

has not developed. The abundant examples of the genre can be 

considered our visual passage into many aspects of eighteenth century life, 

yet they have not been used to open up examination of social practice on 

31 Elena Isabel Estrada de Gerlero, "Las pinturas de castas, imagenes de 
una sociedad variopinta" in Mexico en el Mundo de las Colecciones de Arte 
in a volume referred to both as Vol. 4 and "Nueva Espana 2". (Mexico: 
Grupo Azabache, 1994) See also Estrada de Gerlero's forthcoming 
proceedings publication entitled "La Reforma Borbonica y las Pinturas de 
Castas Novohispanas" or "The Bourbon Reforms and New Spain's Caste 
Paintings". The author is affilated with the Instituto de Investigaciones 
Esteticas of the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM). The 
paper was presented in 1992 at the annual Coloquio Internacional de 
Historia del Arte. 
32 Published in Arte. Historia e Identidad en America: Visiones 
Comparativas. Vol III, XVIII Coloquio Internacional de Historia de Arte 
(Mexico: UNAM-IIE, 1994) pp. 728-740. 
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many different levels. Trades and artisans are examples of how the 

paintings could be mined for such issues, as the workplace is often 

depicted, and a few trades are repeatedly singled out. We could ask, for 

example, if there is a correlation between the prevalence of tailors and 

cobblers in the images to the economic structure of Mexico City. The inner 

city was highly populated by the upper class, who would have driven 

demand for the products of those two types of workers. Strong 

documentary evidence exists on the ethnic composition of the various 

trades and guilds, many of which precluded the castes from membership; 

how do those numbers match the ethnicities of the practicing artisans 

depicted in the images?33 Why do we find a concentration of certain trades 

in the images, to the exclusion of hundreds of others? They depict 

interactions between parents and children and violent adults fighting with 

each other; both of these topics could be examined in correlation to the 

social classes in which they appear. The ensuing chapters then, begin a 

dialogue in a direction which has not generally been used in caste painting 

scholarship. 

33 See for example, Felipe Castro Gutierrez, La Extincion de la Artesanfa 
Gremial (Mexico: UNAM, 1986); Silvio Zavala, Ordenanzas del Trabajo. 
sialos XVI v XVII (Mexico: CEHSMO, 1980); Manuel Carrera Stampa. Los 
Gremios Mexicanos (Mexico: EDIPASA, 1954); or Jorge Gonzalez Angulo 
Aguirre, Artesanado y Ciudad a finales del Sialo XVIII (Mexico: SEP/80, 
1983). 
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CHAPTER 2 

SOCIAL AND RACIAL DIVISIONS IN COLONIAL MEXICO 

"See to it that they marry". In anticipation of relationships between 

European colonizers and native Indians, King Ferdinand made this 

sixteenth century pronouncement. By 1776 sentiment had changed, and 

Charles III issued a Royal Pragmatic to eliminate abuses stemming from 

marriages between social unequals.34 The evolution of royal and 

ecclesiastical regulations regarding colonial racial intermarriage is full of 

twists and turns; the execution of those laws is a story of appeals and 

reversals, further complicated when we consider factors such as priestly 

and parochial interpretation, and self-reported ethnicity of the couples 

marrying. This chapter traces Mexico's eighteenth century social issues as 

they pertain to race and class strata of that time, and also places those 

issues in the context of the interracial unions depicted by the caste genre. 

The discussion concentrates on the country's capital and the eighteenth 

century; Mexico City was the artistic, administrative and power center of the 

country, and the area for which the most abundant documentation exists. 

The eighteenth century's social and racial divisions evolved from a 

post-conquest society that was easily demarcated between the native 

Indians, black slaves and Europeans. Indeed, caste painting labels reflect 

34 The Ferdinand quote is cited in Garcia Sai'z, Las Castas Mexicanas. p. 
32 and is not footnoted. However, two royal decrees to this effect, 
addressed to Diego Colon, Admiral and Viceroy of the island of Hispaniola, 
are reprinted in Richard Konetzke, Coleccion de Documentos para la 
Historia de la Formacion Social de Hispanoamerica (Madrid: Consejo 
Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas, 1962) Vol. I, p. 61-63. The Charles 
III document entitled "Pragmatica Sancion para Evitar el Abuso de Contraer 
Matrimonios Desiguales" is reprinted in the same work, Vol. Ill, part I, p. 406. 
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a situation that would have existed at some formative point, early in the 

sixteenth century's chain of inter-racial unions. The travel of European 

women and families to New Spain was severely restricted, a situation which 

led in part to the inevitability of miscegenation. The growth of the mestizo 

population softened the clear boundaries that had existed between these 

three ethnic groups, and resulted in the Spanish administration's attempts 

to develop a system of castes with clear delineations and distribution of 

rights, privileges, and obligations linked to racial divisions. Cope argues 

that the ensuing sistema de castas was only partially effective; colonial 

legislation was too inconsistent and unevenly enforced for its success. 

Many castas came to the city daily for work, while others lived with the elite 

in their employ as servants. Thus, the socioeconomic structure of Mexico 

City actually worked against the development of a fully effective racial 

hierarchy.35 

Spanish rule brought with it an ideology that valued "Spanishness" 

and light skin more than other ethnicities and skin colors. However, by the 

eighteenth century, exactly what constituted Spanishness had become 

more vague, as two major factors operated in conjunction. First, at the level 

of the populace, two centuries of mestizaje had produced more light 

skinned citizens. At the other end of the spectrum the Crown had 

established a legal procedure for individuals to establish white status, 

complete with official certificate, in return for a sum of money.36 But racial 

35 Cope, The Limits of Racial Domination, p. 161-2. 
36 MacLachlan and Rodriguez, The Cosmic Race, p. 201. The system of 
"pase", or passing from one caste to another is also elaborated in Gonzalo 
Aguirre Beltran, La Poblacion Neara de Mexico. 2nd ed. (Mexico: Fondo de 
Cultura Economica, 1972), p. 154 and Chapter XIV. Statistical analysis of 
racial variability by Cope concludes that better than one in six persons 
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identity was not a fixed construct. The following observations of Nodin 

Valdes serve as a cautionary reminder for any study of caste paintings: 

The exclusiveness of the Spaniard was more apparent 
than real, however. On the one hand, the actual rates of 
intermarriage were sufficient to ensure that the biological 
purity of the group could not be long maintained. If we were to 
assume that the population listed as Spanish was stable, and 
that all Spaniards were equally prone to marry outside the 
Spanish category, intermarriage at the early- and mid-
eighteenth century rates would have depleted most of the 
"pure" Spanish population in a few generations. On the other 
hand, it is important to consider how race was determined. 
For example, the racially mixed children of castizos and 
moriscos who married Spaniards generally were accepted as 
white.... Marriage was an opportune moment for many 
individuals to pass into the Spanish category, particularly if 
one of the partners had long been accepted as a Spaniard. If 
both dressed, spoke and behaved in accordance with patterns 
which could be accepted as white, the physical features were 
less important.37 

Yet, while caste distinction in the eighteenth century society may 

have been less prominent an issue than it had been earlier, the sixteenth 

century mentality that had named native Indian populations gente sin razon 

had not disappeared. Certainly the existence of caste paintings 

demonstrates this. 

The complexities of caste differentiation are further illustrated by the 

troublesome notations encountered by an unnamed eighteenth century 

census official. Entries such as "Manuel Hilario Lopez, Spaniard, but of 

suspicious coloring" prompted the official to address his concerns with the 

viceroy, as shown by the following quotation from his correspondence: 

recorded in Sagrario Metropolitano changed their racial status during their 
adult (postwedding) lifetime. The Limits of Racial Domination, p. 76. 
37 Dennis Nodin Valdes, Ph.D. dissertation, The Decline of the Sociedad 
de Castas (University of Michigan, 1978) p. 40-41. 
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Who can dare to distinguish among the castes. This 
would be odious information and if applied rigorously, would 
lead to the discovery of most severe blemishes, that have 
been erased by time, in well established families ... I have 
signaled the use of the caste terms of Spaniard, Castizo, 
Mestizo, Pardo, etc., being guided by the declarations of their 
own neighbors, even though some of them have made me 
suspect that they have not been honest... In the records of 
Tepetlaoztoc, you will find a town full of Spaniards; whether 
they are or not, they enjoy comforts and live honorably, and if 
some of them abrogate the distinction of a superior caste, they 
have the proper titles to deserve it.38 

The census official's observations confirm that indeed racial 

distinctions were blurring. However, strata and classifications other than 

caste also existed, one of which attempted to peg a citizen's socioeconomic 

status. The frequently used term gente decente, decent or respectable 

people, in contrast to la plebe or the common people, assessed dress, 

education and occupation.39 

38 Cited in Aguirre Beltran, La Poblacion Neara. p. 269-70. The specific 
date of the eighteenth century correspondence is not given, but census data 
was gathered in 1753 and 1793. Las castas no habra quien se atreva a 
distinguirlas. Esta serfa una information odiosa y tomandola 
rigurosamente se descubrirfan en familias bien admitidas manchas muy 
oscuras que ha borrado el tiempo ... Yo he senalado las castas de 
Espahol, Castizo, Mestizo, Pardo, etc., governandome por las 
declaraciones de los mismos vecinos, aunque algunos me hayan hecho 
caer en la sospecha de que no me dijeron la verdad... en el Padron de 
Tepetlaoztoc vera Vuestra Senorfa un pueblo, lleno de espanoles, pero 
seanlo o no ellos disfrutan comodidades, viven honradamente, y si algunos 
se abrogan la distincion de mejor casta, tienen buenos ti'tuios para 
merecerla. The author goes on to state, that more importantly, a hundred 
years prior, the ideas expressed by the census official would have been 
pure heresy. 
39 John K. Chance, Race and Class in Colonial Oaxaca. (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1978) p. 127 describes the binary divisions of 
gente decente/plebe as being unquestionably derived from Europe. "This 
classification is more directly applicable to the urban setting and represents 
an emerging concept of socioeconomic classes." This topic is also 
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The strength of this binary division is evident throughout the colonial 

period, before, after, and during the existence of the caste genre. The 

works of seventeenth century Mexican creole patriot Carlos Siguenza y 

Gongora reveal that he was equally comfortable with astronomy, 

philosophy, and history, while also writing riveting accounts of 1692 food 

riots in Mexico City. However, his spite for the lower classes is unequivocal, 

with his harshest words reserved for the Indians whom he calls "the most 

ungrateful, querulous and inquiet people that God has created".40 A 

similar tone is found in written warnings of the Duke of Linares in 1716 to 

his successor: "They (la plebe) awaken without knowing what they will eat 

that day, because what they acquired the previous day, will be lost in the 

night to gambling or a (woman) friend; and they don't want to work . . .".41 

The 1788 anonymous Discourse Regarding the Police in Mexico refers to 

both nudity and sewage found on all streets. It especially targets the filth 

and depravity of those who frequent liquor-selling establishments, and 

repeatedly calls attention to the excesses of la plebeA2 

addressed in D.A. Brading, Miners and Merchants in Bourbon Mexico 1763-
1810 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971) p. 20-21. 
40 Brading, The First America, p. 362-372. 
41 Instrucciones v Memorias de los Virreves Novohispanos (Mexico: 
Editorial Porrua, 1991) Vol II, p. 778. "Despiertan o amanecen sin saber lo 
que han de comer aquel dfa, porque lo que han adquirido en el 
antecedente ya a la noche quedo en la casa de juego o de la amiga, y no 
queriendo trabajar ..." 
42 Sonia Lombardo de Ruiz, Antoloai'a de Textos Sobre la Ciudad de 
Mexico en el Periodo de la Hustracion (Mexico: INAH, 1982), p. 60-71. A 
discussion of nudity in eighteenth century New Spain, and the 
government's attempts to eliminate it can be found in Norman F. Martin, 
S.J., "La Desnudez en la Nueva Espana del Siglo XVIII" Anuario de Estudio 
Americanos XXIX, 1972, p. 261-294. 
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Mexican historian Lucas Alaman described gente decente in his 

1849 Historia de Meiico. as: 

forming a nobility which was distinguished from the remainder 
of the Spanish caste only by its wealth, and when this 
disappeared its members fell back into the populace. This 
class, which was joined by all who acquired riches-since 
everyone pretended to pass as Spaniards and nobles-
differed from the rest of the population in its costume, being 
more or less well-dressed when in general the populace were 
not, and was known by the name of the gente decente--and 
this far more than birth formed its distinctive character.43 

Alaman's post-Independence writing helps us assess the strength of 

the divisions that would have existed during the emergence of the caste 

painting form in the prior century. It is also noteworthy that caste painting 

labels fail to distinguish between between peninsular Spaniards and those 

born in New Spain. The paintings depict "Espanoles", but do not 

differentiate, as was usually done, between the European Spaniards, called 

gachupines, and Iberians born in the colony, referred to as criollos or 

Creoles. Again, Alaman's comments are instructive, as he applauds the 

primacy that comes from being "pure" Spanish. His commentary on the 

Spanish Creoles (of which he was one) is almost uniformly negative: 

"Perhaps because of the climate that tends to cause abandonment and 

softness, they were generally indolent and careless; their shrewdness 

seldom accompanied by justice and reflection". New Spain's ability to 

prosper then, required "continual replacements of European Spaniards that 

came to form new families, inasmuch as those formed by their predecessors 

43 Brading Miners and Merchants, quoting Alaman in translation, Historia 
de Mexico (5 vols; 1942), 1,19. 
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fall into oblivion and indigence".44 Alaman applies to Creoles the myth of 

associating tropical climes with indolence, a concept used earlier in the 

century by German traveller and chronicler Alexander von Humboldt to 

characterize American Indians: "Naturally indolent from their fine climate 

and generally fertile soil..45 The absence of this differentiation in the 

labels of Spaniards in the paintings is truly curious, as the distinction was 

very real to the peninsulars who looked down on the Creoles who were 

separated by a social and economic gulf46 

We add to these social, racial and class perceptions and divisions 

the additional layers of complexity that derive from marriage, especially the 

interracial unions depicted by caste paintings. Like the royal decrees 

mentioned earlier, the church's pronouncements regarding marriage also 

evolved over the course of the three colonial centuries. One of the 

published articles of the 1555 Concilio Provincial, or Provincial Council, 

held in Mexico City to establish ecclesiastical policies for the colony, 

directed that each church keep official registers to record all baptisms and 

marriages without regard to ethnicity. 

44 Lucas Alaman, Historia de Mejico (Mexico: Editorial Jus, 1942) Vol 1, p. 
20. First printed 1849-1852. 
45 Alexander von Humboldt, Political Essay on the Kingdom of New Spain 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1972) p. 41. Humboldt also characterizes the 
feelings between the Creoles and peninsulars as a jealousy and perpetual 
hatred. "The most miserable European, without education and without 
intellectual cultivation, thinks himself superior to the whites born in the new 
continent." p. 71. This concept of environmental determinism has a long 
history, with Hippocrates cited as the primordial fount, by D.A. Brading in 
The First America (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991) p. 432. 
46 See for example, Aguirre Beltran, La Poblacion Neara. p. 174-5 for a 
discussion of how these distinctions played out at the end of the colonial 
period. 
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By the eighteenth century, a decidedly opposite approach is evident 

in Archbishop Lorenzana's document outlining the proper conduct for a 

parish in America: 

Care should be taken to establish parish records of 
baptisms, marriages, and burials; separate books should be 
kept for Naturals (Indians), Spaniards, and other castes. It is 
necessary that we know their quality; it is pure for those who 
are Indian, Spanish, mestizos of Indian and Spanish blood, 
and castizos, who are born of mestizos and Indians. The 
following are not pure: Blacks, mulatos, coyotes, lobos, 
moriscos, and quadroons and other mixtures. Do not delay in 
annotating (the ethnicity), as the omission is irreparable, and 
makes the remedy more troublesome than the delay.47 

Several items from Lorenzana's parish guidelines are striking, 

especially the fact that caste names such as lobo and coyote have found 

their way into an important official document. Secondly, Blacks are 

included among the "unpure", reflecting their position at the bottom of the 

social hierarchy; they had been considered pure of blood in the early 

colonial stages, along with the Indians and European Spaniards. 

Generally, marriage in New Spain was expected to follow the 

precepts of the Council of Trent (1545-63) that sought to reestablish 

47 Francisco Antonio Lorenzana, Concilios Provinciales I and II. 
Lorenzana compiled the results of the 1551 and 1552 councils and 
published them in 1769, along with other contemporary materials. The 
1551 Council regulation is found on page 88-89, item XXXII "Que haya en 
cada Iglesia Libro de el Bautismo, y de Matrimonios". Lorenzana's own 
pronouncement "Avisos para la Acertada Conducta de un Parroco en la 
America", from which the above quotation is taken is item XVI, page 390. 
En los libros parroquiales tenga cuidado en el assiento de las partidas de 
bautismos, casamientos, y entierros, y libros separados, unos para 
Naturales, y otros para Espanoles, y otras castas, que es preciso sepa su 
calidad, pues la de Naturales, la de Espanoles puros, la de Mestizos hijos 
de Espanol e India, y la de Castizos, que son hijos de Mestizo e India, 
estan declaradas por limpias; mas no son asf los Negros, Mulatos, Coyotes, 
Lobos, Moriscos, Quarterones, y otras mezclas; nunca dilate el asentarlas, 
porque la omision es irreparable, y con la dilacion mas diffcil el remedio. 
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marriage as a sacrament, opposing the Protestant position that considered 

marriage a secular matter outside the church's realm. The Council further 

emphasized the concept of free will, meaning that the nuptials were entered 

into freely; parental consent was not required. These extremely 

controversial concepts were variously applied throughout Europe. Spain's 

cultural values, however, were compatible with the religious teachings that 

gave children's wishes priority over those of their parents in the selection of 

marriage partners. Archbishops and prelates of the Indies were ordered in 

1564 to follow the guidelines of Trent as the law of the kingdom.48 Thus, 

Lorenzana's parish guidelines were concurrent with shifting regulations that 

gave greater weight to parental approval prior to marriage. By 1776, the 

Crown had interceded and formalized the requirement of parental approval 

for those under twenty-five. By 1805 persons of "pure blood" were required 

to obtain permission of the viceroy or the audiencia in order to marry 

subjects of Negro and mulatto origin.49 

Few incidents of interracial marriages are recorded during the first 

two colonial centuries, but demographic trends for most ethnic categories 

show significant changes in the eighteenth century. Patricia Seed writes 

that economic expansion among other factors led to dramatic increases in 

interracial marriages from 1720 to 1770. Seed elaborates that 

"preoccupation with marriages to persons of lower social status, was 

48 For a broad discussion of these issues see Seed, To Love. Honor and 
Obey, p. 32-46. Also Jose Maria Ots y Capdequi, Instituciones Sociales de 
la America Espanola en el Periodo Colonial (La Plata, Argentina: 
Biblioteca Humanidades, 1934). Chapter V of the latter pertains to 
marriage and the family. 
49 Magnus Morner, Race Mixture in the History of Latin America. (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Co., 1967) p. 39. 
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primarily a concern of the aristocrats of colonial New Spain, who saw their 

customary privileges on the basis of racial status being eroded by 

intermarriage with persons of African or Indian origin."50 This 

preoccupation is supported by examination of the marriage patterns of 

Spanish men, who continued to marry women of European descent in very 

high percentages. For example, an analysis of 194 marriages recorded in 

1793 shows one marriage of a Spanish man to an Indian woman.51 The 

mestizo group, on the other hand, married uniformly into other categories, 

such as Black, mulato, Indian, morisco and others.52 Thus, we would 

expect mestizos to appear frequently as a mate in caste paintings. Yet as 

an ethnic type, mestizo adults usually appear in just one formulaic manner: 

in the second caste painting as mate of a Spanish man, producing a child, 

castiza, that is effectively considered Spanish because of its high 

percentage of Spanish blood. Of course, the child of the first image is 

usually also a mestiza, as offspring of Spaniard and Indian. 

Finally, as noted earlier, the following chapter concentrates on 

Cabrera's first image in which the woman is a noble cacique Indian. The 

word cacique is a Caribbean term meaning "chief", and is a term the 

50 Seed, To Love. Honor, and Obey, p. 145-155. 
51 Aguirre Beltran, La Poblacion Neara. p. 238. For seventeenth century 
precedents of these trends see Lourdes Villafuerte Garcia, "El Matrimonio 
como Punto de Partida para la Formacion de la Familia, Ciudad de Mexico, 
Siglo XVII" in Familias Novohispanas Sialos XVI al XIX. Pilar Gonzalbo 
Aizpuru, ed. (Mexico: El Colegio de Mexico, 1991) p. 91-99. 
52 Valdes, The Decline of the Sociedad de Castas, p. 38. The author 
elaborates: "Mestizos, the most numerous casta group in Sagrario parish 
during the late colonial period, did not exhibit marked racial preferences in 
marriage in the eighteenth century. According to the records, they 
intermarried considerably with all available racial groups in the 
seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. They were a melting 
pot to which all groups were attracted." 
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Europeans introduced in Mexico shortly after the conquest. The 

conquerors needed an administrative structure to help them retain control of 

a population that vastly outnumbered them, and the existing Indian nobility 

became part of that mechanism. Caciques became a part of the system, 

bearing a major responsibility for order. Thanks to their recognized 

legitimacy, Cortes was able to minimize political disruption in the immediate 

post conquest period.53 Colin Maclachlan and Jaime Rodriguez, in their 

discussion of colonial politics, remark that many Indian nobles saw their 

incorporation into Spanish nobility as an opportunity to improve their status, 

and many attempted to acquire European ways as rapidly as possible. 

Caciques utilized the Spanish administrative structure to address their 

issues, and one group sent six separate delegations to Spain between 

1524 and 1585. However, the Indian nobility failed to establish a viable 

political base, and while the cacique institution, referred to as cacicazgo, 

continued to survive throughout the colonial period, it did so in a weakened 

and ineffectual state.54 

The power of caciques was more evident in outlying towns than it 

was in the capital where the Spanish bureaucracy was in full force. Yet, by 

the formula of the caste genre, the noble Indian woman is almost always 

paired with the aristocratic Spaniard in the first image. Chapter Three 

explores this anomaly and demographics of the infrequent unions of 

Spaniards and Indians.55 Rather, the first image can be interpreted as the 

53 Colin M. MacLachlan and Jaime E. Rodriguez O. The Forging of the 
Cosmic Race: A Reinterpretation of Colonial Mexico Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1990. p. 78. 
54 Ibid. p. 113-115. 
55 The legal rights of children of cacique women and Spaniards are 
unclear. On on hand, Woodrow Borah, Justice by Insurance: The General 
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symbolic union of the nobles from two distinct races, regardless of what is 

revealed by statistical analysis of marriage documents. 

In summary, we have seen that two societies existed in colonial 

Mexico. Plebeian society -- castas and Indians, comprised the statistical 

majority, but their position and mobility in the larger societal structure were 

defined by a small, elite Spanish class. Located primarily in the city center, 

that Spanish population devised a variety of classifications to set itself apart 

from the masses; the Spaniards were gente decente, gente de razon. 

Those at the bottom of the pyramid were variously the castas, los naturales, 

or la plebe. The following chapter turns to how those differences were 

translated to paint, in a genre in which the elite pictured themselves and the 

lower classes. Changing demographics had upset boundaries that had 

existed for two centures. Race was a fluid concept, yet the caste painting 

formula demanded the ordering of society into sixteen ethnic groupings. In 

effect, the images are a fiction about a larger truth that existed regarding 

societal divisions; analysis of the paintings will permit us to navigate among 

those fictions and truths. 

Indian Court of Colonial Mexico and the Legal Aides of the Half-Real 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983) p. 21 states that "Marriages 
between Spaniards and female heirs to the cacicazgo were to be 
encouraged, so that Spaniards might succeed to the title and the great 
expense of dual rule be avoided." In regard to the children, however, Jose 
Ma. Ots y Capdequi, Instituciones Sociales de la America Espanola en el 
Periodo Colonial (La Plata, Argentina: Biblioteca Humanidades, 1934) p. 
40 states that "mestizos, children of Spanish man and Indian woman, or 
Spanish woman and Indian man, were totally prevented from succession to 
the cacicazgo, even if the union was sanctioned by marriage." Finalmente, 
estaban totalmente incapacitados para suceder en los cacicazgos los 
mestizos hijos de indio y espanola o de india y espahol, aun cuando fueren 
habidos de legftimo matrimonio". 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE CABRERA CASTE WOMEN: VIEWING THE ARTISTIC CONTEXT 

Returning to the colonial Mexican art world, we can use one of the 

few documented instances of caste painting ownership to construct a 

hypothetical gallery of images for this study. Francisco Antonio Lorenzana, 

archbishop in Mexico, returned to Spain with a group of caste paintings in 

his possession. Lorenzana was one of Mexico's elite citizens, and a major 

figure during the same few decades of Cabrera's fame. He was appointed 

cardinal in Toledo, where he maintained a sumptuous summer home. We 

can imagine that home, then, as a site of display for the caste series.56 He 

would certainly have owned portraits, his own among them; and for 

illustrative purposes we can imagine the cardinal owning a market scene 

typified by Prado's Plaza Mayor.57 The home's artistic composition would 

have been complemented by several decorative screens, or biombos, 

perhaps used as room dividers or to conceal service doorways.58 

56 The Lorenzana caste series, is by Jose Magon, as cited in Garcia Saiz, 
Las Castas Mexicanas". series X, p. 90. The Toledo residence has been 
converted to an elegant hotel that currently operates under the name 
"Hostal del Cardenal". 
57 In an article on colonial portraiture we find that "portraits were often 
featured in the main reception room ... they were a substitute for a 
presentation card endorsing the distinguished lineage of the lord and lady 
of the house . . .". Leonor Cortina, "Gesture and Appearance" in Artes de 
Mexico. 25 (Jul-Aug 1994) p. 74. 
58 The subject matter of biombos ranges from pastoral gatherings and 
garden scenes to proverbs and depictions of the Conquest. The biombo is 
discussed in Emily Umberger, "The Monarchia Indiana in Seventeenth-
Century New Spain" in Converging Cultures (New York: Harry Abrams and 
the Brooklyn Museum, Spring 1996). Although specific biombo imagery is 
not considered in this chapter, it is nevertheless an integral part of the 
physical environment into which caste paintings would have been placed. 



We construct this gallery of images because it is important to 

consider caste paintings in the context of their audience; and while that 

audience is not the focus of this study, it is important to keep its implications 

close at hand. Likewise, our understanding of caste paintings is enriched 

when we consider them in the context of other art that would have been 

displayed at Lorenzana's home. In that specific architectural setting, the 

paintings assume a clarity; there we can join the caste art form with the 

audience, and the panorama of social issues from which those paintings 

derive. 

In the imaginary Lorenzana gallery, then, caste paintings and 

portraits offer a way of zooming in on the broad cross section of society 

depicted in market scenes, placing the plaza participants under the 

microscope, so to speak. This chapter examines two caste paintings by 

Cabrera in detail; others are used comparatively. The women of these two 

works are then contrasted to portraiture examples and Prado's Plaza, with 

particular emphasis given to the cacique woman as she appears in 

eighteenth century colonial art. These visual resources, all within a few 

decades of Cabrera's 1763 caste series, help illuminate the social fabric 

within which cacique women lived. This is particularly important in view of 

the scant literary and historical resources about them. While the literature 

on colonial women has grown significantly in the last two decades, it is safe 

to assume that the Indian woman is ignored in most of those publications. 

Following are descriptions of the two primary caste paintings being 

considered. In these particular images, the women are paired with Spanish 

men. A three quarter length pose is adopted for the adults. The language 
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of dress becomes one of the principal vehicles from which the cacique 

woman and the mestiza of Image Two are studied. Dress was one of the 

primary indicators of status in colonial society; as such it was the subject of 

Spanish sumptuary laws that attempted to control changes of status through 

dress.59 

59 Fisher, Mestizaje and the Cuadros de Castas cites hundreds of 
sumptuary laws aimed at the castas and their attempts to imitate the dress 
styles of the upper classes. See p. 62 ff and 141. 



IMAGE DESCRIPTIONS 

Image One - De Espanol e India. Mestiza (FIG 2) 

As stated earlier, this image contains several unusual compositional 

features, such as the Spanish man with his back to the viewer. His 

powdered wig, tri-cornered hat, blue waistcoat, ruffled sleeves, cravat and 

brocade doublet indicate a person of affluence and prestige, a member of 

the class of gente decente. His skin is very pale, with a touch of rose glow 

visible on the cheek. The Indian woman's dress is a blend of indigenous 

and European elements; the composite effect indicates an elegance and 

economic status that points to her cacique stataus. The bodice is fitted, 

contrary to the loose fitting huipil. The pure white blouse under her shawl is 

embroidered, with delicate lace at the bodice. She wears pearl earrings 

and a three-strand pearl choker with coral pendants that complement the 

orange hues in her shawl and skirt. The upper body of the costume is 

swathed in an evanescent lace covering. Bands of geometric patterns in 

her tiered skirt repeat the motifs of the fabrics behind her. Together, she 

and the fabric grouping comprise about two-thirds of the frame. 

Between the two adults stands their mestiza child, a girl of perhaps 

seven years of age, dressed stylistically much like her mother. The 

foregrounded fruits of caste paintings are represented in this case by two 

pineapples, one whole and one partially sliced. The girl holds a segment 

from which she has taken a bite. She is held between the adults, by the 

mother's firm grip on the forearm and by the father's lighter touch on one 

shoulder. The woman touches the daughter's head with her other hand; an 
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uncomfortable positioning of the girl's head can be attributed either to the 

mother's touch or the girl's gaze up at the father. 

The wooden fabric stand is sided with torn jute; a tear in its center 

ends at the neck of the woman. Each bolt is individually labeled with the 

Indian word Xilotepeque, or its abbreviated version Xiloe. Behind the stand 

is a plain block wall; a bit of sky and cloud is visible in the upper left corner. 

Image Two - De Espanol v Mestiza. Castiza (FIG 3) 

The second image makes a symmetrical pair with the first when 

placed side by side; the two Spanish men are then on the outer edges, with 

the women in the center of the grouping. This woman also takes up more of 

the frame than the man. The adults are more elegantly dressed than the 

first image, not unlike what is found in the period's upper class portraits. 

The woman's tightly bodiced dress appears to be a heavy floral 

brocade, with lace at the neckline and cuffs. A large pearl and gold 

pendant at the neck is threaded with black ribbon, and matching earrings 

complete the attire. The young girl, castiza, appears to be about two or 

three years old. She is held akimbo by the mother, dressed much like her 

mother in terms of style, fabric and jewelery. The child holds a peeled fruit, 

probably a banana, pointed toward the father from whom she is physically 

distanced, as he is on the opposite side of the frame. With gloves in one 

hand and tri-corner tucked under his arm, the male appears to be in the 

process of arriving or leaving. His powdered wig, embroidered waistcoat 

and lace cuffs complete the attire of this aristocratic gentleman. 

The woman is backgrounded by an open armoire filled with shoes, 

and behind the cabinet we again see the block wall and patch of sky. A 
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table in the foreground holds more shoes and a basket of fruit from which 

the child has presumably taken the fruit. 
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CACIQUE AND MESTIZA WOMEN 

Portraiture and caste painting images are the primary visual sources 

of cacique women in the eighteenth century. We begin our examination 

with Cabrera's first image and the Indian woman it depicts. The woman's 

status as a cacique can be determined in several ways. A visual definition 

of caciques comes to us from the documentary images that accompany 

Pedro Alonso O'Crouley's 1774 travel narrative Description of the Kingdom 

of New Spain. This work is significant in that it marks the first appearance of 

caste paintings joined with text.60 

In addition to a caste painting series it contains, O'Crouley's chapter 

"The Present Condition of the Indians" is accompanied by three images of 

Indians - Yndios Caziques. Yndios mas comunes. and Yndios Barbaras 

(FIG 4). Like caste paintings, the Indians are depicted as adult pairs with a 

child. Unfortunately, the text description that accompanies the cacique 

image excludes the women and children. 

The woman is portrayed with a headdress of white fabric with orange 

stripes, while a lacy overblouse with orange trim at the edges covers her 

white blouse and multi-panelled long skirt to about the knees. Several 

strands of coral comprise her necklace. This fairly simple wardrobe is 

60 The O'Crouley edition The Kingdom of New Spain (John Howell Bros, 
1972) Sean Galvin, ed. and trans, does not credit the images one way or 
another. The images arealso reproduced in Las Castas Mexicanas. 
wherein Garcia Sai'z states that "whether O'Crouley was the author of these 
works is difficult to assert... but there is no evidence to the contrary". P. 
134. The inconclusive attribution to O'Crouley likewise puts the date of the 
images in question. However, for purposes of this chapter we assume the 
manuscript date of 1774 also applies to the images. 
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somewhat different than the description of a cacique by Fisher in the 

dissertation on casta dress: 

Upper class dress was retained by the Indian 
aristocracy, but the dress of common Indians depended on 
their economic resources instead of specific class divisions 
among themselves. Although the garment shapes were 
largely the same for all indigenous garments, the fabric 
content and amount of decorations changed according to 
economic resources.61 

Fisher goes on to state that a cacique woman's dress consists of a 

huipil with decorative motifs, sumptuous fabrics and lace, ribbons and trims; 

this description confirms the cacique status of Cabrera's Indian woman.62 

We find, however, that the cacique women depicted by Cabrera, 

O'Crouley, and the caste genre do not borrow from the formal portraits of 

cacique women that were available as models. Thus, it is instructive to 

examine caste images in the context of colonial Mexican portraiture, an art 

form with centuries of heritage in western culture, unlike the caste paintings. 

It became most popular in the eighteenth century, its status had risen 

considerably since the seventeenth century. The demand for portraiture 

was fueled by favorable mercantile conditions and the need to display 

economic success; the trappings of viceregal society provided another 

major impetus. 

61 Fisher, Mestizaje and the Cuadros de Castas, p. 94. 
62 Huipil originates from the Nahuatl huipilli, meaning shirt. It is commonly 
described as a square cloth sewn along the sides, with openings for the 
head and arms. After the conquest, it evolved to have short sleeves, and 
the rectangular neck opening became a rounded form. See Abelardo 
Carrillo y Gariel, El Traje en la Nueva Espana (Mexico: INAH, 1959), p. 
204. 
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Yet, colonial portraiture assumed a decidedly distinct style when 

compared to its European counterparts. Much of eighteenth century French 

portaiture was characterized by nuances of expression, informality of pose 

and an intimacy that can be seen, for example, in De La Tour's Self-Portrait 

or Boucher's renditions of Madame Pompadour. The most distinguishing 

characteristic of the Mexican portrait was its precision and severity, with no 

attempt to enhance the features of the sitter. A limited inventory of mostly 

rigid poses was utilized, and the clothing and jewelry of the sitter were 

depicted in great detail. Flowing, baroque drapery often provided 

background, while a coat of arms could give further substance to the sitter's 

social rank. A banner or plaque with the individual's name and brief history 

was common to help establish identity or personality. 

Cabrera was a prolific contributor to portraiture, and his image of a 

noble Indian woman bears on the caste painting discussion. Ana Mari'a 

Perez Cano (FIG 5) is identified by a background coat of arms as being a 

descendant of Moctezuma.63 This opulent woman bears no resemblance 

to the caciques attributed to Cabrera or O'Crouley. Her dress is 

ornamented with lace at the cuffs and bodice, her jewelry is elaborate and 

profuse. Without the identifying coat of arms, the portrait would seem no 

different than the myriad images of Mexico's upper class citizens of 

European heritage.64 Another cacique example is found in an anonymous 

1757 portrait, customary of young women or girls at the time they entered a 

63 When Fernando Cortes returned to Europe, he traveled with Indian 
nobles, including several relatives of Moctezuma II. Emperor Carlos V 
granted them coats of arms and annuities, and confirmed their preconquest 
rights and privileges. Cited in MacLachlan and Rodriguez, The Foraina of 
the Cosmic Race, p. 113-4. 
64 Hereafter, we will use the designation Euro-mestizo/a. 
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convent (FIG 6). Here the cacique status of Dona Sebastiana Ines Josefa 

de San Agustin is determined by the style of her clothing, rather than a coat 

of arms. The upper portion of her garment or huipil is ribboned into 

sections, much like O'Crouley's example, but the resemblance ends there. 

The garment is jewel encrusted, and the patterns woven into the fabric are 

composed of emblems of royal Spain under the kings of the House of 

Austria.65 Dona Sebastiana holds a closed fan in one hand and a flower in 

the other; the immense amount of jewelry on her clothing and her person 

leave no doubt as to her economic status. 

Reiterating, the cacique woman of these portraiture examples does 

not appear in Cabrera's caste painting, nor is she a type that is evident in 

the caste genre. However, that is not the case for the wealthy mestiza and 

her mate of Cabrera's Image Two. Here, the entire family's attire, with its 

prodigious detailing and intricacy of lace, fabrics and textures, can be 

likened to Cabrera's most exemplary portraiture. There is resemblance 

between the mestiza and Cabrera's Dona Maria de la Luz Padilla v 

Cervantes of about 1755-60 (FIG 7). This latter likeness of a young woman, 

perhaps at the time of her marriage, shows a richly embroidered dress 

representing the latest in French fashion influence with its jewel encrusted 

and lace trimmed bodice. She is fully ornamented with earrings, necklace, 

bracelets, and several rings, while holding flowers in one hand and a fan in 

the other. Her face bears no less than five beauty patches.66 The analogy 

65 Virgina Armella de Aspe, Teresa Castello Yturbide, and Ignacio Borja 
Martinez, La Historia de Mexico a traves de la Indumentaria (Mexico: 
INBURSA, 1988) p. 78. 
66 Doha Luz wears one on the temple, two below the left eye, and two 
below the right corner of the mouth. "The careful placement of the beauty 
marks on the face constituted a veritable language of love and intrigue: on 



also applies to the male, as the aristocratic Spaniard of the caste image 

reminds us of one of Cabrera's better known works, Don Francisco Guemes 

y Horcasitas (FIG 8). Don Francisco, better known as the first Count of 

Revillagigedo, was viceroy during the period 1746-1755. A certain irony 

stems from his look-alike appearance in the caste series; the viceroy's 

official written instructions and remembrances to his successor contains 

several references to the "vile and vicious castes" of New Spain.67 The 

caste Spaniard and Don Francisco share the same type of clothing, the 

same pose, the same style of wig. Their tri-corns are tucked under the left 

arm, as customary. Their left hands are almost identical, Don Francisco 

holding a scroll while the caste man holds gloves. 

We turn to the citizens depicted in the Plaza image to further examine 

the inconsistencies outlined between portraiture and the caste genre. The 

lower left quadrant of the canvas reveals a large group assembled along 

the viceroy's route, facing the viewer (FIG 1-B). There are several 

examples of the types of individuals on whom we have just remarked: the 

wealthy Spaniards in powdered wig, ornate coats, and tri-corn; the woman 

in Indian headdress and characteristic huipil; the upper class Euro-

mestizas in dress of fitted bodice and lace details. The high status cacique 

the cheek was fashionable; next to the eye denoted passion; beside an 
upturned nose signified a daring invitation; underlining the mouth, 
coquettishness; and on the chin, jealousy and mistrust." Linda Bantel and 
Marcus B. Burke, Spain and New Spain: Mexican Colonial Arts in Their 
European Context (Corpus Christi, Texas: Art Museum of South Texas, 
1979), p. 108, citing Juan Regal and Santiago Alcolea, Historia de la 
Cultura Espanola: El Sialo XVIII (Barcelona, 1957) p. 36. 
67 The written instructions were mandated of each viceroy by law. For 
Count Revillagigedo's document, see Instrucciones v Memorias de los 
Virreyes Novohispanos Vol II (Mexico: Editorial Porrua, 1991) p. 795-864. 



woman of the portraiture examples is not only absent from the caste genre, 

she does not appear in the city center either. Several contributing factors 

help to explain this. 

The absence of wealthy caciques from the Plaza and the caste genre 

can be attributed to several reasons. John Chance documents the decline 

of caciques in colonial Oaxaca's capital during approximately the same 

time period, reaching his conclusions through an analysis of 847 marriages 

in Oaxaca's capital Antequera, (now Oaxaca) during 1793-97. Only four 

marriages involved cacique men or women. He concludes by stating that 

"the greatly reduced size of the urban Indian nobility clearly indicates that 

the process of proletarianization among Antequera's Indians had reached 

its final stage by the late eighteenth century."68 Implied in Chance's 

observations are the economic opportunities that would be available to the 

declining cacique population. If we translate his findings to Mexico City, it is 

improbable that cacique women achieved a state of economic well being as 

exhibited in our portraiture examples on anything more than a minute scale. 

More importantly, however, we should recall that the caste art form was 

destined for European or New Spain's elite. It is more logical that the caste 

template would show the cacique woman in a manner that highlights her 

differences from European society, rather than play on the similarities that 

are evident in portraiture. 

A final cacique image helps make this point. An anonymous 

eighteenth century work entitled Wife of the Indigenous Governor of 

Xochimilco (FIG 9) shows a woman dressed in a similar manner to the 

68 Chance, Race and Class, p. 154-155. 
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Cabrera and O'Crouley caciques. The image is not a portrait in the formal 

sense of the examples we have been discussing; nor is it a caste painting. 

It represents a single woman, in a technique reminiscent of the less 

polished genre style of many caste series. A whole and partial pineapple 

appear in the foreground. The fruit is labeled, and the word "caciques" is 

lettered below her skirt hem. We can assume a certain financial status for 

this woman because of the lace and detailing of her clothing, and the 

position attributed to her spouse. Yet, as we found in the caste paintings, 

the opulence evident in the portraits is missing. 

In comparing the upper class mestiza of Image Two, here we do find 

similar women in the Plaza. We know that both she and the cacique 

woman are shopping, because their elaborate clothing precludes them from 

being vendors; the representation of these women as shoppers occurs 

repeatedly in the market scene.69 This visual evidence also contradicts the 

notion of the bored colonial woman, confined to the home, leaving only in 

closed carriages to attend church.70 

It is through the absence of a garment, however, that Cabrera 

differentiates the mestiza from her counterparts in the Plaza, which depicts 

dozens of women of similar socio-economic status. Not one of them 

appears without a long cape or shawl for covering the shoulders, and warm 

69 The term "shopping" should not be taken in its modern context. It should 
be considered in the sense of "marketing", or as an extended activity 
involving price and merchandise comparisons, and barter and trade. The 
Plaza imagery succeeds in communicating the relative importance of this 
activity which engages the majority of the people in the city center. 
70 These limited activities for women are cited for example in Giraud, 
Frangois, "Mujeres y Familia en Nueva Espana", Presencia y 
Transparencia: La mujer en la historia de Mexico (Mexico: El Colegio de 
Mexico, 1987) p. 61-77. 



weather apparently has no bearing on the use of the shoulder covering for 

women.71 In order to authenticate the shopping portrayal, she should be 

wearing some type of outer garment over her dress. Rather, Cabrera has 

disregarded that realistic clothing article, choosing instead to fashion her 

dress from his portraiture. The aristocratic Spanish man of Image Two does 

not wear a cape either, even though he appears to be leaving or arriving. 

Use of a cape is prevalent in plaza imagery for men such as Don Francisco, 

but it is not de rigueur as it is for the women. The lack of the shawl is more 

pointed when we contrast it with Cabrera's subsequent images of men and 

women of lower economic station. Image Five, for example, (FIG 10) 

shows the capes and shawls that are commonly used. 

71 The weather observation is made by Manuel Romero de Terreros, La 
Plaza Mavor de Mexico en el Sialo XVIII (Mexico: UNAM, Imprenta 
Universitaria, 1946) p. 12. It is based on two young women with fans in 
their hands, sitting inside a carriage to watch the viceregal procession. 
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REVISITING CABRERA'S FIRST CASTE IMAGE 

We return to Cabrera's first caste image for a more detailed analysis. 

Three principal material objects accompany the people represented: a 

block wall as partial background, a fabric stand, and two pineapples in the 

foreground. We find that Cabrera has introduced several new elements into 

the caste template, especially when compared chronologically to series that 

preceded his. He has adopted the background wall common to interior 

portraiture and placed it in an exterior setting. Secondly, he has 

transformed the backdrop baroque curtain of portraiture into a group of 

indigenous fabrics labeled with the Nahuatl word Xilotepeque. By virtue of 

these two modifications and the surrounding elements, he has given a 

strong prominence to Indian culture. And finally, he has also shown the 

Indian woman to be shopping, in a genre oriented to depictions of adults 

executing their trades. 

The background of the colonial portrait was frequently composed of a 

partial block wall, often accompanied by a billowy curtain. Examples are 

found in Cabrera's portrait of Don Francisco, or Juan Patricio Morlete's 

eighteenth century image of the viceroy Aaustin Ahumada Villalon (FIG 11). 

By examining the wall and fabric stand Cabrera has joined in Image One, 

these two elements likely place the couple somewhere in the city center. 

Both the Plaza scene and related documentation depict the Plaza as the 

city's mercantile hub. For example, Friar Juan de Viera begins his 1777 

description of the Portal of Merchants as its being "the most wonderful 

spectacle of all those the city offers", and for pages describes the many 
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goods offered there, cloth and shoes among them.72 The block wall, if 

considered on its own, could seem ambiguous in defining the space where 

the family stands. It could indicate the wall that separated the Spanish 

sector or traza from the rest of the city; in which case, we would not know on 

which side of the wall they stand.73 However, the addition of the shopping 

task makes the location a more precise one for us; Mexico City residents 

would likely have recognized the association between shopping and the 

central city. 

As we move to the foreground of Image One, we find the single fruit, 

the pineapple that also appeared in the genre image of the cacique woman 

from Xochimilco. Perhaps more than any other fruit from the New World, the 

pineapple symbolized all that was exotic, new, and unnamed to early 

European settlers. Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo, an early chronicler for 

the Spanish crown, remarks in his Historia general y natural de las Indias 

(1548-1549) "it is one of the most beautiful fruits I have seen in all the world 

I've travelled", and "I don't think there is another in the entire world to which 

it compares".74 Oviedo's manuscript was accompanied by drawings which 

were the source for thirty-two woodcuts that appeared in the sixteenth 

century edition. His writing does not seem to be sufficient; he draws the fruit 

72 Br. Juan de Viera, Breve Compendiosa Narracion de la Ciudad de 
Mexico 1777 (Mexico: Editorial Guarania, 1952) p. 26 ff. 
73 Cope reminds us that the thirteen square block area was the city, from 
the Spaniards' point of view. (Emphasis added). Cope, The Limits of 
Racial Domination, p. 10. 
74 Mercedes Lopez-Baralt, "De bodegones verbales en la colonia: la 
oferta frutal del barroco," in Discursos Sobre la 'Invencion' de America, ed. 
Iris M. Zavala (Amsterdam: Editions Rodopi, 1992) p. 240. Esta es una de 
la mas hermosas fructas que yo he visto en todo lo que en el mundo he 
andado . .. ni pienso que en el mundo entero la hay que se la iguale". 
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and surrounds it with "words that accumulate in a circular pattern in which 

the sensuous qualities of the pineapple are repeated several times --

interspersed with information about its cultivation and medicinal uses".75 

(FIG 12) Ajofri'n, in his eighteenth century travel records, calls the 

pineapple, "without offense to other fruits, the queen of them all".76 

We cannot draw a conclusion from two images, but it is possible that 

Cabrera's Image One and Wife of the Indigenous Governor of Xochimilco 

elaborate a correlation between the cacique woman and pineapple that we 

do not fully understand. In both of these images, the pineapple is directly in 

front of her. It is unlikely that any symbolism is rooted in the indigenous 

cultures based near Mexico City; the area is not climatically suited to the 

growth of the fruit, nor did Aztec culture have a glyph to symbolize it.77 

However, the display of fruits and vegetables from Mexico in general 

throughout the caste genre raises interesting questions. On one hand, the 

depictions can be considered an outgrowth of Enlightenment attempts at 

classification; thus, as the people were being labeled, so were the flora and 

fauna. New World foods also had a deeper significance, dating back to 

written accounts immediately after the conquest. Food was one of the more 

obvious points of difference between the Indian and Spanish cultures. In 

order to maintain the Spaniards' sense of superiority in the realm of 

75 Kathleen A. Myers, "The Representation of New World Phenomena: 
Visual Epistemology and Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo's Illustrations" in 
Earlv Images of the Americas: Transfer and Invention. Jerry M. Williams 
and Robert E. Lewis, eds. (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1993) 
p. 200. 
76 Ajofri'n, Diario del Viaje. Vol. II, p. 165. La Pina, sin ofensa de las otras 
frutas, es la reina de todas. 
77 See, for example, Frances F. Berdan and Patricia Rieff Anawalt, The 
Codex Mendoza (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992) Four vols. 
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foodstuffs, they introduced crops such as wheat and barley, along with 

nutritional regimes they preferred.78 Thus, Mexican native fruits, as a motif 

of the caste genre, perpetuated that sense of difference and superiority in 

the caste painting audience. Nor can we ignore the erotic implications of 

Image One's young daughter who holds a pineapple slice with a bite taken 

out of it, or the phallic shaped fruit held and pointed toward the father, by the 

younger girl of Image Two. 

In the fabrics behind Cabrera's cacique, we find unequivocal 

references to Indian culture, and it is the word with which the fabrics are 

labeled that most puzzles in its multiple meanings. The Nahuatl word 

Xilotepeque names a small town in Cabrera's home state of Oaxaca, 

although we also find that several small towns in Mexico bear this name. 

Xilotepec was near the boundaries of many of the principal linguistic groups 

of Oaxaca, such as Mixtec, Chontal, and Chinanteco. Another possible 

explanation comes from Nahuatl, meaning "Land of the Otomies". This 

large region north of Mexico City was inhabited by the Otomi tribal group, 

known for its resistance to both Aztec and European rule. Information 

regarding the pre-conquest Xilotepec area would have been available in 

eighteenth century Mexico as a section of the sixteenth century Matrfcula de 

Tributos. virtually identical to the Codex Mendoza. which by that time 

resided at Oxford Library.79 

78 For discussion of food and the conquest, see Abel A. Alves, "Of Peanuts 
and Bread: Images of the Raw and the Refined in the Sixteenth-Century 
Conquest of New Spain" in Coded Encounters: Writing. Gender, and 
Ethnicity in Colonial Latin America ed. Francisco Javier Cevallos-Candau et 
al. (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1994). 
79 Study of the Matrfcula is often fused with studies of the tribute section of 
the Codex Mendoza. For detail on these records of tribute and tax 
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Yet another interpretation is found in the mid-seventeenth century 

travel writing of Italian Gemelli Carreri. He cites the wide skirts of Indian 

women being adored with duck feathers that are referred to as xilotepec.80 

The fabrics Cabrera depicts are of primarily geometric patterns and are 

similar to some of the tiers in the cacique and daughter's skirts, a fact that 

would also reinforce the interpretation that the woman is shopping. They 

are probably wool, woven on a backstrap loom, using contemporary, rather 

than prehispanic, patterns.81 

Finally, because these images represent interracial unions, we look 

at the specific incidences of Spanish and Indian marriages in eighteenth 

century Mexico City. Sagrario Metropolitano was the parish that served the 

central part of that city, and held the written records of the parish faithful at 

decisive points in their spiritual lives - their baptisms and marriages. The 

parish boundaries were entirely within the Spanish sector of the city, 

making that group the most heavily represented. However, Blacks, Indians 

and castas also resided within those boundaries, and began appearing in 

the written records after racial information began to be captured in the early 

eighteenth century. The Sagrario records are particularly valuable in view 

of the fragmentary nature of other data such as the 1753 census, in which 

Indians, for example, were often not counted. The church records utilized 

categories of Spaniard, Indian, Black, castizo, mestizo, morisco and mulato, 

assessment, see Donald Robertson, Mexican Manuscript Painting of the 
Early Colonial Period (Norman: University of Oklahoma, 1994. 
80 Juan Francisco Gemelli Carreri, Viaie a la Nueva Espana (Mexico: 
Biblioteca Minima Mexicana, 1927) Book I, p. 87. 
81 Personal correspondence, Dr. Frances F. Berdan, Professor of 
Anthropology, California State University, San Bernardino to Emilia Arana, 
dated December 19, 1995. 
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but Spaniards, Indians and mestizos, along with one or two others comprise 

at least ninety-five percent of the total population at any moment 

analyzed.82 

The Spanish population of the parish was the only racial group 

which chose partners of the same race in most cases, and at all periods 

under examination, ranging from 96% in 1665-70 to 75% in 1752-54. 

These records reflect the statistical likelihood that eighteenth century 

Spanish men would not have married an Indian or mestiza woman, contrary 

to what Image One and Image Two depict. The likelihood of that marriage 

having been to a cacique woman would have been even less, because of 

the decline in the institution of cacicazgo. In this late colonial period, 

Spanish exclusivity was waning as the mestizo population grew. 

Demographics help us to confirm what a survey of caste images also 

reveals. The unions depicted are symbolic; perhaps the union of elite 

Spaniard and noble Indian cacique assuaged the difficulties being 

experienced by Spaniards in regard to racial intermarriage. 

82 Nodin Valdes, The Decline of the Sociedad de Castas, p. 28. 



CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The appearance of the cacique woman in caste paintings and market 

scenes opens an opportunity to examine colonial life in a unique way. 

Virtually all scholarly material about women in the colonial period revolves 

around the non-Indian women, because that is where the wealth of 

documentation lies. Especially in the case of Cabrera, the cacique woman 

and the compositional elements of Image One reveal the artist's strong 

resonance for the Indian's place in colonial life; Cabrera establishes a 

thread that he will continue in other images of his series. The Indian 

woman dominating the frame, the textile patterns, the mysterious 

Xilotepeque, the pineapple, the jute, all speak to that resonance. By 

contrasting a backwards facing Spaniard on one side with an Indian 

woman who dominates the frame on the other, Cabrera reaffirms the 

opposition of these two population segments through a centrally placed and 

formally unifying mat or jute that covers the textile stand. This native woven 

covering is a strong contrast to the fine textiles worn or offered for sale; it is 

interesting to think that the tear in its center could speak to the societal 

divisions about which Cabrera is painting: the tear ends at the neck of the 

woman and mother of the caste child; this may be a case of the artist 

revealing more than he intended. 

In moving to future directions for caste painting studies, we can look 

to the almost complete absence of religious imagery in the paintings. The 

genre reveals almost nothing of Catholicism's overarching influence. For 
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example, few religious structures appear in the backgrounds, and caste 

paintings depict no religious images on interior walls. This anomaly 

contradicts household inventories from both upper and lower class 

residences that routinely show ownership of religious art.83 This issue has 

been elaborated by Elena Isabel Estrada de Gerlero, who explores the 

ecclesiastical reforms of the Bourbon regime. Those reforms, starting with 

the reign of Charles III in 1759, led to expulsion of the Jesuits from Mexico 

in 1767. One of the topics under discussion at the church's fourth provincial 

council in 1771 were attempts to censure non-religious art.84 The 

relationship of these factors to the non-religious caste genre provides an 

intriguing direction of scholarly pursuit. 

In closing, it is simultaneously difficult,and yet the essential 

challenge, to interpret Cabrera's work in the context of Mexico's race and 

class divisions. Our contemporary academic life situates us within a 

dialogue that professes sensitivity to racial and cultural differences. It is 

easy to examine Cabrera's work in search of his opinions toward a caste 

system that we may dismiss as reprehensible, and then ascribe our own 

attitudes to him. There is no direct evidence that would lead us to conclude 

that he was anything other than a citizen that moved in the prominent and 

powerful religious, social and artistic circles that perpetuated the continued 

83 See for example Mexico en el Sialo XVIII: Recopilacion de Documentos 
Relativos a D. Jose de Galvez Gallardo (Mexico: Editorial Tradicion, S.A., 
1983) p. 11-14 for a list of paintings owned by Gallardo, Visitador General 
of New Spain 1765-1771. The religious wall hangings were not limited to 
the ruling class, however, as shown by the casta inventories found in R. 
Douglas Cope, The Limits of Racial Domination: Plebeian Society in 
Colonial Mexico Citv. 1660-1720 (Madison: The University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1984) tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 
84 Estrada de Gerlero, op. cit. 
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existence of caste society. Although Mexico's 1821 Independence 

ostensibly ended the caste system, experience tells us that other, more 

subtle, forms of maintaining caste structure appeared. The production of 

caste paintings ceased, but the depiction of race and ethnicity in art took on 

other forms.85 At the end of the twentieth century, whiteness in Mexico is 

evident in advertising, television programming, and mannequins. Recent 

assessments of racism in Mexico reveal a society still deeply divided on 

racial lines, in which living descendants of Moctezuma are not allowed to 

eat in some of Mexico City's best restaurants.86 

The eighteenth century was a period where people of many 

ethnicities sought their niche in Mexico's developing society. The irony 

we've observed here pivots on the fact that caste art gave concrete form to 

social boundaries that were blurring. Years of racial mixing had produced a 

growing acceptance of mestizos and frequent willingness to grant them 

legal parity with whites, while still drawing a line for those with visible traces 

of African ancestry. As caste painting research continues to examine small 

groups of paintings and isolated issues, so will our understanding of the 

eighteenth century racial constructs. 

85 See for example, Stacie G. Widdifield, "Dispossession, Assimilation, and 
the Image of the Indian in Late Nineteenth Century Mexican Painting." Art 
Journal Summer 1990, p. 125-130. 
86 Anthony DePalma, "Racism? Mexico's in Denial", The New York Times. 
June 11, 1995, p. E-4. 
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SOURCES FOR ILLUSTRATIONS 

Figure 1-a. Plaza Mavor de la ciudad de Mexico. Juan Antonio Prado, 
1767. Reproduced in Marcus Burke, Pintura v Escultura en Nueva Espana. 
Mexico: Grupo Azabache, 1992, p. 172. 

Figure 1-b. Detail of 1-a. Plaza Mayor. Reproduced in Bradley Smith, 
Mexico. A History in Art. Garden City, New York, 1968, p. 188-9. 

Figure 2. 1. De Espanol v de India. Mestiza (Image One), Miguel 
Cabrera, 1763. Reproduced in Maria Concepcion Garcia Saiz, Las Castas 
Mexicanas. Mexico: Olivetti, 1990. Series VIII, a, p. 81. 

Figure 3. 2. De Espanol v Mestiza. Castiza (Image Two), Miguel 
Cabrera, 1763. Reproduced in Maria Concepcion Garcia Saiz, Las Castas 
Mexicanas. Mexico: Olivetti, 1990. Series VIII, b, p. 82. 

Figure 4. Yndios Caziques. Yndios mas comunes. Yndios Barbaros. 
Pedro Alonso 0'Crouley,1774. Reproduced in Maria Concepcion Garcia 
Saiz. Las Castas Mexicanas. Mexico: Olivetti, 1990. Series XVI, a-b-c, p. 
135. 

Figure 5. Ana Maria Perez Cano. Miguel Cabrera, c. 1758. Reproduced 
in Artes de Mexico. 25 (Jul-Aug 1994), p. 14. 

Figure 6. Dona Sebastiana Ines Josefa de San Aausti'n. Anonymous, 
Eighteenth century. Reproduced in Marcus Burke, Pintura v Escultura en 
Nueva Espana. Mexico: Grupo Azabache, 1992, p.169. 

Figure 7. Dona Maria de la Luz Padilla. Miguel Cabrera, 1755-1760. 
Reproduced in Marcus Burke, Pintura v Escultura en Nueva Espana. 
Mexico: Grupo Azabache, 1992, p.162. 

Figure 8. Don Francisco Guemes v Horcasitas. Miguel Cabrera, 
Eighteenth Century. Reproduced in Agusti'n Velazquez Chavez, Tres 
Sialos de Pintura Colonial Mexicana. Mexico: Editorial Polis, 1939. 
Illustration pages not numbered. 

Figure 9. Esposa del Gobernador Indi'aena de Xochimilco. Anonymous, 
Eighteenth century. Reproduced in Artes de Mexico 49-50, Year XI, 1964. 
Illustration pages not numbered. 
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Figure 10. 5. De Espanol y Mulata. Morisca (Image Five). Miguel 
Cabrera, 1763. Reproduced in Maria Concepcion Garcia Sai'z, Las Castas 
Mexicanas. Mexico: Olivetti, 1990. Series VIII, d, p. 83. 

Figure 11. Aaustm Ahumada Villalon. Juan Patricio Morlete, Eighteenth 
century. Reproduced in Marcus Burke, Pintura v Escultura en Nueva 
Espana. Mexico: Grupo Azabache, 1992, p.168. 

Figure 12. Oviedo's drawing of a pineapple. Reproduced in Kathleen 
Myers, "New WorldPhenomena in Oviedo's Illustrations". In Earlv Images of 
the Americas: Transfer and Invention. Jerry M. Williams and Robert E. 
Lewis, eds. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, p. 201. 
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